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Abstract
Many physical events assume values that can be represented with functions that are monotonic with respect to
time passing. This paper deﬁnes the class of Monotonic Hybrid Systems, namely Hybrid Systems where activities
and assignments are monotonic functions.
On the basis that, among Hybrid Systems, Integrator Systems (which are Hybrid Systems equipped with stop-
watches) are the most expressive of the classes with a linear evolution law, and that Timed Systems (which are
Hybrid Systems equipped with clocks) enjoy most of the decidable properties required, we compare Monotonic
Hybrid Systems with the above classes, with respect to decidability, expressiveness and succinctness. We show that
a subclass of Monotonic Hybrid Systems is equivalent to Integrator Systems and Timed Systems with discrete time
assumption, but that it strictly contains them when assuming dense time. This has practical consequences both in
the discrete and dense context when symbolic veriﬁcation is not possible. We also show that Monotonic Hybrid
Systems allow more succinct descriptions than those of Integrator and Timed Systems. This result shows that not
only hierarchy, non-determinism and communication, as already noticed in Alur et al. (Proceedings of the HSCC
00, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer, Berlin, 2000, pp. 6–19) and Grosu and Stauner (Formal Methods
System Design) 21 (2002) 5), have an impact on succinctness, but also the shape of functions used in descriptions
does.
For a subclass of Monotonic Hybrid Systems for which reachability is decidable if the functions used are com-
putable, we consider both the problem of verifying properties written in a suitable logic and also the relationship
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between dense time and discrete time assumptions in the framework of veriﬁcation. The formalism and the results
are illustrated by some examples.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, a number of automata have been proposed formodeling real-time systems. The behavior
of such systems is described in terms of acceptance or non-acceptance of timed sequences (see [3,10,29]).
Automata such as the ones mentioned, are ﬁnite automata equipped with a set of variables. With the states
of a system an evolution law is associated, which gives the value of variables with time passing. The
evolution law can be either deterministic (see [29]) or non-deterministic (see [17,18,29]). Transitions
of the system are labeled with guarded sets of assignments to variables. The most general case is that
of Hybrid Systems [9,29]. Hybrid systems are dynamical systems consisting of interacting discrete and
continuous components. They are used to model the combined behavior of embedded real-time systems
and their physical environment. This is an important topic in Computer Science, due to the importance
of embedded and real-time systems and the emergence of results showing that some techniques used for
the speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of reactive and real-time systems can be adapted to deal with hybrid
systems.
Among the subclasses of Hybrid Systems with linearly changing variables, Multirate Systems [29],
Integrator Systems [13,29] and Timed Automata [3] have been proposed. Multirate systems are Hybrid
Systems where variables change linearly with time elapsing and transitions may set variables to rational
values. Integrator systems are Multirate Systems where variables change with time elapsing with a rate
equal to either 0 or 1. Timed Automata are Integrator Systems where variables change with time elapsing
with a rate equal to 1.
In [13] Integrator Systems are shown to be expressive enough to model linear Hybrid Systems. In-
tegrator Systems thus appear to be the most representative of the classes with linear evolution laws.
Timed Automata have decidable properties both with discrete and dense time-domain assumptions.
For the purpose of modeling real systems, the assumption that variables change linearly seems to be
insufﬁcient. In [17,18], polynomial activities are studied. In [20,23], non-linear functions are consid-
ered for dense time. The temperature of a system and the speed and the coordinates of moving ob-
jects are examples of physical quantities that assume values described by functions (or a sequence of
functions) that are monotonic with time passing. Exponential, logarithmic, trigonometric functions are
functions of this kind. In this paper, we introduce Monotonic Hybrid Systems (MS), a subclass of Hy-
brid Systems. In this model, each state is labeled with monotonic functions (giving the evolution law
for each variable), and each transition is labeled with a symbol, a condition, and a set of assignments
to variables. In each state, the evolution law is deterministic but depends on the starting values of the
variable.
We study a subclass ofMS, called Monotonic Controlled Hybrid Systems (MCS), characterized by
limitations on how the evolution law of a speciﬁc variable may vary when passing from one state to
another.
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In the dense time case the subclassMCS strictly contains the class of Integrator Systems mentioned
above, and therefore undecidability results proved for this subclass also hold forMCS. In the discrete
time case, the classMCS is shown to be equivalent to the class of Timed Automata [3] (and hence also
to the class of Integrator Systems), and therefore systems inMCS enjoy the same properties as discrete
Timed Automata.
Therefore, in a discrete setting monotonic phenomena can be studied and the veriﬁcation can be
automatized (when appropriate assumptions on computability of functions are satisﬁed). Results found
with the discrete time assumption can also be applied in a dense context, where properties are undecidable
and where not even a symbolic veriﬁcation (used for the semidecidable classes as Polynomial Hybrid
Systems) is possible. Actually, the discretization can be used to ﬁnd possible errors since formulae not
satisﬁed by the system in a discrete setting cannot hold in a dense one.
In addition, assumingmonotonic functions has another advantage. So far, succinctness has been studied
in relation to hierarchy, non-determinism, communication (see among the others [6,16,19,27]). We show
that both in the discrete and in the dense time,MCS allows more succinct descriptions than Integrator
Systems which are themselves more succinct than Timed Automata. Hence, the class of functions chosen
to describe physical events inﬂuences succinctness.
A descriptive formalism should be associatedwith appropriatemethodologies for analysis.We consider
a Temporal Logic and we prove that it is decidable to check whether, over discrete time, anMCS satisﬁes
a formula.
We also discuss the problem of proving properties expressed by some logic such as MTL, MITL,
TPTL, RTTL and XCTL (see [4,8,11,15,24]). These logics describe properties about system runs. To
check whether for a system H and a property  it holds that the runs of H satisfy  one can check
whether H ×H¬ accepts no runs, where H¬ is the system accepting no runs that satisfy . We prove
that automata in MCS are closed by Cartesian product. Therefore with a discrete time assumption,
satisﬁability of this kind of formulae on runs of a system inMCS is decidable, if the functions used are
computable.
As regards the dense time model, this corresponds more closely to physical reality, but, unfortunately,
many instances of the dense time veriﬁcation problem are either undecidable or, when decidable, are
more complex than in the case of discrete time. We show that, if a formula does not hold when discrete
time is assumed, then it does not hold either when dense time is assumed.
In Section 2, we give some basic notions and we introduce theMS class. We model some examples
and we give undecidability results for this class. In Section 3, we introduce its subclassesMCS, IS and
T S. We prove some properties of these classes as regards decidability, expressiveness and succinctness.
In Section 4, we tackle the veriﬁcation problem. In Section 5, we draw some conclusions.
Proofs of simple facts or well-known standard constructions are given in the appendix.
2. The formalismMS
In this section, we deﬁne the class of Monotonic Hybrid Systems.
2.1. Real variables, valuations and well-deﬁned sets of valuations
A set of variables X is a set {x1, . . . , xn} of variables xi .
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Let X be a set of variables; a valuation v : X → R is a function that assigns a real value to each
variable. With V (X) we denote the set of valuations of variables in X.
Deﬁnition 1. Let S be a subset of valuations in V (X); S is well deﬁned on a constant c ∈ N if and only
if for each variable x ∈ X it holds that
• for each v ∈ S either v(x)c or for each c′ > c it holds that v′ ∈ S where v′(x) = c′ and v′(y) = v(y),
for any x = y.
• for each v ∈ S either v(x) − c or for each c′ < −c it holds that v′ ∈ S where v′(x) = c′ and
v′(y) = v(y), for any x = y.
A set S is well deﬁned on c if and only if for each variable x the values greater than c for x are either
all admitted or all excluded, and the values less than −c for x are either all admitted or all excluded.
For example, {v | v(x) ∼ c}, {v | 2v(x) + v(x)2 ∼ c} and {v | v(x)+ v(y) ∼ c ∧ v(x), x(y)0}, where∼∈ {>,<,=, , }, are well-deﬁned sets. The set {v | v(x) = v(y) ∧ v(x) ∈ [−c, c]} is well deﬁned
on c, but {v | v(x) = v(y)} is not.
We now consider a property of well-deﬁned sets.
Proposition 2. If S is well deﬁned on c, then for each c′ ∈ N such that c′ > c it holds that S is well
deﬁned on c′.
This property ensures closure on the union and the intersection of well-deﬁned sets.
We now consider formulae on a set of variables, which allows to express sets of valuations. The
purpose is to deﬁne a subclass of formula ensuring that the set of valuations expressed is a well-deﬁned
set.
We denote with (X) the set of formulae that are a conjunction of inequations on polynomials. As an
example, x2 · y < 3 ∧ y3 + x2 > 0 is in ({x, y}).
We say that v ∈ V (X) satisﬁes  ∈ (X) if and only if  is true when each x in X has the value v(x).
With  we denote the set {v ∈ V (X) | v satisﬁes }.
The following proposition states that checking well deﬁnedness is decidable for the class (X).
Proposition 3. For each  ∈ (X) a natural constant c can be computed such that the set  is well
deﬁned on c, if any such c exists.
We now consider a syntactic characterization of a formula in (X) which ensures well
deﬁnedness.
Deﬁnition 4. We call the formulae true, false and x ∼ c atomic. A formula  in (X) has bounded
variables if for each variable x that appears in a non-atomic formula in  there exist c1, c2 ∈ Q such that
 implies xc1 ∧ xc2.
In the following proposition, we prove that the deﬁnition above ensures that the set of valuations
expressed is well deﬁned. Moreover, for each formula  having bounded variables, the proposition gives
the constant which ensures well deﬁnedness.
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Proposition 5. For each  ∈ (X), if  has bounded variables, then  is well deﬁned on the natural
number that is the upper bound of the absolute value of the real constants appearing in .
2.2. Functions
Wedeﬁne the kind of functionswhich canbe used to express evolution lawsof variables and assignments
of transitions.
If X is a set of variables, then with F(X) we denote the set of partial functions from V (X) to V (X).
Functions in F(X) will be used in assignments of transitions.
Let K = {k1, . . . , km} be such that K ⊂ R>0; with NK we denote the set {k · n | k ∈ K ∧ n ∈ N}. By
T we mean either the dense time R0 or the discrete time NK .
Moreover, withG(X)we denote the set of total functions from T toF(X) such that, for each g ∈ G(X)
and t, t ′ ∈ T , it holdsDom(g(t)) = Dom(g(t ′)). Therefore, for each g ∈ G(X)we denote withDom(g)
the unique set of valuations such that Dom(g) = Dom(g(t)), for any t ∈ T .
Functions in G(X) will be used to describe evolution laws of variables with time elapsing
(activity functions). More precisely, if g is associated with a state and v ∈ V (X) is a valuation such
that v ∈ Dom(g), then the value of a variable x after t time units takes on the value g(t)(v)(x).
Therefore the activity function of x depends on the starting values of variables in X and the time
elapsed t.
Moreover, if f ∈ F(X) and g ∈ G(X) with f [g] we denote the function in G(X) resulting from
the composition of f with g. More precisely, for each t ∈ T and v ∈ V (X), it holds that f [g](t)(v) =
f (g(t)(v)).
Deﬁnition 6. Let g ∈ G(X); we say that
• g is the constant c for x ∈ X if and only if for each t ∈ T and v ∈ Dom(g) it holds that g(t)(v)(x) = c.
We denote with C(x,X) the set of functions in G(X) that are the constant c for x, for any c.
• g is the identity function for x ∈ X if and only if for each t ∈ T and v ∈ Dom(g) it holds that
g(t)(v)(x) = v(x). We denote with Id(x, C) the set of functions in G(X) that are the identity
functions for x.
• g is strictly increasing (resp., decreasing) on x ∈ X if and only if
◦ For each v ∈ Dom(g) and c ∈ R there exists t ∈ T such that g(t)(v)(x) > c (resp., g(t)(v)(x) <
c) (g is divergent on t).
◦ For each v ∈ Dom(g) it holds that g(0)(v)(x) = v(x), and for each t, t ′ ∈ T such that t < t ′ it
holds that g(t)(v)(x) < g(t ′)(v)(x) (resp., g(t)(v)(x) > g(t ′)(v)(x)) (g is monotonic on t).
◦ For each t > 0 there exists a real c > 0 such that for each v ∈ Dom(g) it holds that |v(x) −
g(t)(v)(x)|c (the limit function w.r.t. x is not the identity function.)
The class of strictly increasing functions (resp., strictly decreasing functions) on x ∈ X is denoted as
I (x,X) (resp., D(x,X)).
• With M(X) we denote the set of functions g such that, for each x, it holds that g is either
strictly increasing or strictly decreasing or a constant function or the identity function on x. More





(I (x,X) ∪D(x,X) ∪ C(x,X) ∪ Id(x,X)) .
The ﬁrst two requirements of strictly increasing (resp., decreasing) functions are the classical require-
ments of functions that are strictly increasing (resp., decreasing) functions on t. The third requirement
states that if x varies, then the limit function does not become a non-strictly increasing (resp., decreasing)
function.




v(x)+ t |v(x)·v(y)|+1 if t1 ∧ v(y) > 0,
v(x)+ 1 if t > 1 ∧ v(y) > 0,
⊥ otherwise
and g(t)(v)(y) = v(y) + 1
v(y)
· t is not in M({x, y}). More precisely, g is obviously neither a constant
nor the identity function on x and y. Moreover, g is neither strictly increasing nor strictly decreasing on
x and y. Actually, g is not monotone for x and g is asymptotically the identity function for y. In fact, we
have that with y → ∞ the function y + 1
y
· t behaves like y. The function g ∈ G({x, y}) with domain




v(x)+ v(x)(t+v(y)) − 1 if v(x) > 1,
v(x)+ t3 · (v(y)2 + 1) if v(x) = 1,
⊥ otherwise
and g(t)(v)(y) = v(y) is in M({x, y}. In fact, g is strictly increasing on x and is the identity function
for y.
2.3. Monotonic Hybrid Systems (MS)
We deﬁne aMonotonic Hybrid System as a system with variables assuming values given bymonotonic
functions. A speciﬁc monotonic function is associated with each state by an activity function. A transition
is labeled with a condition (which must be satisﬁed to perform it), and a function that modiﬁes the values
of variables instantaneously.
Deﬁnition 8. A Monotonic Hybrid System is a tuple 〈Q, q0,, X,Act, E,Qf 〉 with
• Q ﬁnite set of states.
• q0 ∈ Q initial state.
•  ﬁnite input alphabet.
• X set of variables.
• Act : Q→ M(X) activity function.
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• E ⊆ Q× × 2V (X) × F(X)×Q ﬁnite set of transitions. Let e ∈ E be equal to 〈q, a, S, f, q ′〉; we
call states q and q ′ source and target of e, respectively. Moreover, we require that S is well deﬁned on
c, for some c, and f [Act(q)] ∈ M(X).
• Qf ⊆ Q ﬁnite set of repeated states (Büchi acceptance condition [12]).
We denote withMS the class of Monotonic Hybrid Systems.
Let Act(q) = g; this means that in the state q and with the valuation v the variable x after t time units
has the value g(t)(v)(x).
A conﬁguration is a pair (q, v), where q is the current state and v is a valuation in V (X). Let t ∈ T ;
there exists a time step (q,v1)→t (q, v2) if and only if v1 ∈ Dom(Act (q)) and v2 = Act(q)(t)(v).
There exists a transition step (q1, v1)→a (q2, v2) if and only if there exists a transition 〈q1, a, S, f, q2〉
such that v1 ∈ S and v2 = f (v1).
Let t ∈ T and a ∈ . There exists a step (q1, v1)→at (q2, v2) if and only if there exists a sequence of
steps (q1, v1)→t (q1, v3)→a (q2, v2) for some valuation v3.
Let H = 〈Q, q0,, X,Act, E,Qf 〉; a run r is an inﬁnite sequence of steps
r = (q0, v0)→a1t1 (q1, v1)→a2t2 · · · →antn (qn, vn) . . . ,
where ti ∈ T and v0(x) = 0, for each x ∈ X. The run r is accepted by H if inf (r) ∩ Qf = ∅,
where inf (r) is the set of states crossed inﬁnitely many times in r. Moreover, r denotes the timed word
(a1, t1) . . . (an, tn) . . ..
WithR(H) andRK(H) we denote the set of runs with times in R0 andNK , respectively. Moreover,
L(H) is the set of timed words r such that r ∈ R(H), and LK(H) is the set of timed words r such
that r ∈ RK(H).
2.4. Modeling withMS
We discuss some examples of modeling withMS.
Example 9. Assume that we have two basins, and basin 1 communicates with basin 2. Basin 1 has two
taps, one to ﬁll the basin and the other to open the communication with basin 2. Basin 2 has a tap to
empty the basin. For the sake of simplicity, tap 2 cannot be opened concurrently with tap 1 or tap 3. (see
Fig. 1). Assume also that the basins can be ﬁlled by a liquid up to height 25 and that, once the taps are
open, the level of liquid varies as a quadratic function of time. Finally, assume that once a tap is opened
to empty a basin, the whole basin is emptied.
We use the variables x, y to denote the levels of basins 1 and 2, respectively. Input symbols o1, o2, o3
stand for open tap 1, open tap 2, open tap 3, respectively. Input symbols c1, c2, c3 stand for closed tap 1,
closed tap 2, closed tap 3, respectively.
The activities of variables are represented by the functions g0, . . . , g7 such that
• Dom(gi) = {v | v(x), v(y)0} for any i ∈ [0, 7].
• gi(t)(v)(x) = v(x) for any i ∈ {0, 3, 4}.
• gi(t)(v)(y) = v(y) for any i ∈ {0, 1, 7}.
• gi(t)(v)(x) = v(x)+ t2 for any i ∈ {1, 6}.
• gi(t)(v)(y) = v(y)− t2 for any i ∈ {3, 5}.




Fig. 1. Communicating basins.
• g2(t)(v)(x) = v(x)− t2.
• g2(t)(v)(y) = v(y)+ t2.
• gi(t)(v)(x) = v(x)+ (t +√v(x))2 for any i ∈ {5, 7}.
• gi(t)(v)(y) = v(y)− (t +√v(y))2 for any i ∈ {6, 4}.
The function f is the function such that f (v)(x) = v(x) and f (v)(y) = v(y).
The basins are modeled by the system in Fig. 2.
The value v(x) + (t + √v(x))2 continues the value v(x) + t2. This is necessary to describe the fact
that when passing from one state to another, the new evolution law must take into account the values
reached in the previous state. For example, if tap1 is open for four time units the variable x is equal to 16.
If we change the state without turning it off, we must use the function 4+ (t + 4)2 − 16 to continue the
evolution t2.
Example 10. We take a system describing a tank with two inﬂows and one outﬂow. The outﬂow is
opened if the level falls in the interval [l, L], and when the outﬂow is opened the inﬂows are closed. The
outﬂow empties the tank as a function −t . The ﬁrst inﬂow increases the level of the tank as a function
log( 11+v(x) · t + 1), and can be closed; the second inﬂow increases the level of the tank as an exponential
function 2t , and cannot be closed.
Let g0, g1 and g2 be the functions such that
• Dom(gi) = {v | v(x), v(y)0} for any i ∈ [0, 2].
• gi(t)(v)(x) = v(x)+ 2t+log(v(x)+1) − 1 for any i = 0, 1.
• g1(t)(v)(y) = v(y)+ log( 11+v(x) · t + 1).• gi(t)(v)(y) = v(y) for any i = 0, 2.
• g2(t)(v)(x) = v(x)− t .
The function f is the function such that f (v)(x) = v(x) and f (v)(y) = v(y). Moreover, the function f ′
is the function such that f ′(v)(x) = v(x)+ x(y) and f ′(v)(y) = 0.
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Fig. 2. The system for the communicating basins.
Fig. 3. The system for the tank.
In Fig. 3 we show the system describing the tank.With we denote the formula x+y ∈ [0, L]∧x, y ∈
[0, L]. The sum of the values of variables x and y gives the amount of liquid in the tank. In the state q2
we save the amount of liquid x + y in the variable x.
Example 11. We can also describe some non-monotonic behaviors. This is possible in general when a
function can be split into a ﬁnite number n of monotonic functions. A state with a variable evolving as
the given function can be split into n states. Take, as an example, a periodic function such as the cosine.
To describe this function it is sufﬁcient to take two states, one for the increasing range (q1) and the other
for the decreasing one (q2), and a variable x such that the initial value of x is 1. The activities of q1 and
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q2 are the functions cos(t) for t ∈ [0, ] and cos(t + ) for t ∈ [0, ], respectively. The values of f1 and
f2 for t can be any decreasing and increasing function, respectively. The control switches from state
q1 to state q2 if x = −1, and, conversely, it switches from state q2 to state q1 if x = 1.
We can also describe continuous functions with a ﬁnite number of changes of sign of the slope. For
example, consider the function t2 − 2t which is decreasing in the interval [0, 1] and increasing in the
interval (1,∞).
2.5. Undecidability results forMS
Among the major requirements that a system must satisfy are safety properties. Knowing whether
properties such as “A certain conﬁguration must not be reached’’ and “Whenever a certain state is
reached, a certain property is satisﬁed’’ hold, is important in the design of a system.
Safety properties can be easily described by means of reachability.
Let (q, v) be a conﬁguration; the reachability problem consists in determining whether there exists a
ﬁnite sequence of steps terminating with the conﬁguration (q, v).
For the class of Monotonic Hybrid Systems with both discrete and dense time assumption the reacha-
bility problem is undecidable.
2.6. Discrete time domain
In the following theorem, we show that the reachability problem is undecidable for the class ofMS
with discrete time assumption. The proof shows that this result holds even though the values that a variable
can assume belong to a bounded interval. This fact must be taken into account when deﬁning subclasses
ofMS satisfying some properties such as the decidability of reachability.
Theorem 12 (Undecidability). The reachability problem is undecidable for the classMS with discrete
time assumption.
Proof. We reduce the undecidable problem of acceptance of a 2-counter machine to the reachability
problem ofMS.
A conﬁguration of a 2–counter machine is given by a triple (i, p1, p2), where p1, p2 ∈ N are the values
of the machine’s counter and i ∈ [0,m] is an instruction label. A program of the machine is given by a
function map : [1,m] → ({+} × {1, 2} × [0,m]) ∪ ({−} × {1, 2} × [0,m] × [0,m]).
If the current conﬁguration is (l, p, q), then the next conﬁguration is:
• (j, p1 + 1, p2) if map(l) = (+, 1, j) (increment ﬁrst counter);
• (j, p1 − 1, p2) if map(l) = (−, 1, j, k) and p1 > 0 (decrement ﬁrst counter);
• (k, p1, p2) if map(l) = (−, 1, j, k) and p1 = 0 (test for zero ﬁrst counter);
• (j, p1, p2 + 1) if map(l) = (+, 2, j) (increment second counter);
• (j, p1, p2 − 1) if map(l) = (−, 2, j, k) and p2 > 0 (decrement second counter);
• (k, p1, p2) if map(l) = (−, 2, j, k) and p2 = 0 (test for zero second counter).
The machine stops when i = 0. A conﬁguration (l, p1, p2) is accepted by the machine if, starting from
(l, p1, p2), the machine eventually stops on (0, 0, 0).
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Nowwe translate the functionmap into anMS H. SystemH has four variables pc, c1, c2,T and 10 states






−2, and qf . The variables pc, c1, c2 and T represent the values
of label, ﬁrst counter, second counter, and time elapsed, respectively. More precisely, a conﬁguration
(l, p1, p2) is translated into a valuation v such that v(pc) = l, v(ci) = 2−(pi div 10) + (pi mod 10) with
i = 1, 2. State q0 is the state in which the counters do not change their values. If v(ci) = 2−(pi div 10)+ k
with k ∈ [0, 8] and i = 1, 2, then the state q+i increases the value of ci of 1. If v(ci) = 2−(pi div 10)+hwith
h ∈ [1, 9] and i = 1, 2, then the state q−i decreases the value of ci of 1. When v(ci) = 2−(pi div 10) + 9,
the state qc+i is entered to set v(ci) to the value 2−(pi+10 div 10), for i = 1, 2. When v(ci) = 2−(pi div 10),
the state qc−i is entered to set v(ci) to the value 2−(pi−10 div 10) + 9, for i = 1, 2.
State qf is the ﬁnal state in which the label is equal to 0. Therefore, the activity function Act is
such that
• for any state q and v ∈ Dom(Act (q)), it holds that v(pc) ∈ [0,m] and v(c1), v(c2) ∈ (0, 10] and
v(T ) = 0;
• Act(q)(t)(v)(T ) = v(T )+ t , for any state q;
• Act(q)(t)(v)(pc) = v(pc) for any state q;
• for i = 1, 2, we have Act(q+i)(t)(v)(ci) = v(ci)+ t , Act(q−i)(t)(v)(ci) = v(ci)− t and Act(q)(t)
(v)(ci) = v(ci), where q ∈ {q+i , q−i , qc+i , qc−i};
• for i = 1, 2, we have Act(qc+i)(t)(v)(ci) = v(ci)+ (−12 · v(ci)− 4.5) · t and Act(qc−i)(t)(v)(ci) =
v(ci)+ (v(ci)+ 9) · t .
We note that the functions v(ci)+ t and v(ci)+ (v(ci)+ 9) · t are strictly increasing, and the functions
v(ci)− t and v(ci)+ (−12 · v(ci)− 4.5) · t are strictly decreasing. Actually, since v(c1), v(c2) ∈ (0, 10],
we have that |(v(ci)+ 9) · t | > 9 · t and |(−12 · v(ci)− 4.5) · t | > 4.5 · t .
Moreover, we note that if v(ci) = 2−(pi div 10) and t = 1, then v(ci)+ (v(ci)+ 9) · t = 2 · v(ci)+ 9 =
21−(pi div 10) + 9 = 2(pi−10 div 10) + 9, and, if v(ci) = 2−(pi div 10) + 9 and t = 1, then v(ci) + (−12 ·
v(ci)− 4.5) · t = 12 · v(ci)− 4.5 = 2−1−(pi div 10) + 4.5− 4.5 = 2−(pi+10 div 10).
We construct the set of transitions of H as follows:
• Ifmap(l) = (+, i, j), then, for any q = qf , 〈q, a, pc = l∧T = 1∧ci9, f, q+i〉 and 〈q, a, pc =
l ∧ T = 1∧ ci > 9, f, qc+i〉 are transitions of H, where f is the constant function 0 for T, the constant
function j for pc and the identity function for the other variables.
• If map(l) = (−, i, j, k), then, for any q = qf , 〈q, a, pc = l ∧ 9 > ci > 1 ∧ T = 1, f, q−i〉 and
〈q, a, pc = l ∧ ci < 1 ∧ T = 1, f, qc−i〉 〈q, a, pc = l ∧ ci = 1 ∧ T = 1, f ′, q0〉 are transitions
of H, where f is the constant function 0 for T, the constant function j for pc and the identity function
for the other variables, and, f ′ is the constant function 0 for T, the constant function k for pc and the
identity function for the other variables.
• For each q = qf , 〈q, a, pc = 0∧T = 1, f, qf 〉 is a transition ofH, where f is the constant function
0 for T and the identity function for the other variables.
Hence, the values of c1 and c2 are enclosed in the interval (0.5, 9.5].
Finally, we add a state that initializes the variable pc to l and, c1 and c2 to 2−(p1 div 10)+p1 mod 10 and
2−(p2 div 10)+p2 mod 10, respectively. Therefore, the machine accepts (l, p1, p2) if and only if the state qf
with pc = 0, T = 0 and c1 = 1 and c2 = 1 is reachable. 
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2.7. Dense time domain
Even if one considers the dense timedomain, the undecidability result holds.This result is a consequence
of a known undecidability result for Integrator Systems. We recall the deﬁnition of Integrator Systems.
Deﬁnition 13. A Monotonic Hybrid System is an Integrator System if and only if for each variable
x and state q it holds that Act(q)(t)(v)(x) is either v(x) or v(x) + t . Moreover, for each transition
e = 〈q, a, S, f, q ′〉 we have that S =  where  is a conjunction of formulae of the form x ∼ c, where
∼∈ {<,>,=, , }, and for each variable x it holds that f [Act(q)] is in Id(x,X) ∪ C(x,X).
With IS we denote the class of Integrator Systems.
Theorem 14 (Undecidability). The reachability problem is undecidable for the classMS with the dense
time assumption.
Proof. In [29] the reachability problem is proved to be undecidable for the class of Integrator Systems
with the dense time assumption. Hence, the undecidability result also holds for the class of Monotonic
Hybrid Systems with the dense time assumption. 
On the basis that, amongHybrid Systems, Integrator Systems are themost expressive of the classeswith
linear evolution law (see [13]), and that Timed Systems enjoy most of the decidable properties required,
we compare Monotonic Hybrid Systems with the classes of Integrator and Timed Systems, with respect
to decidability, expressiveness and succinctness.
3. Subclasses ofMS
In this section, we deﬁne two subclasses of Monotonic Hybrid Systems: Monotonic Controlled Hybrid
Systems and Timed Systems.
Since undecidability results hold for the class IS with dense time domain, we want to deﬁne a class that
enjoys decidability properties with the discrete time assumption. Now there are two problems. First of all,
if a variable x that can diverge changes its sign of slope, then x may assume an unbound set of values in
a bounded interval as well, and likewise if the values assumed by two variables are mutually dependent.
Hence, the class of Monotonic Controlled Hybrid Systems must satisfy two properties: the controlled
change and the controlled ﬂow properties. The former requirement is satisﬁed when the evolution laws
used during runs of the system change the sign of slope with some conditions. The latter requirement
ﬁxes some restrictions on dependence between variables.
3.1. Graph of changes and the controlled change property
In this section, we deﬁne the controlled change property.
The idea is that the controlled change property ensures that changes of slope are controlled in some
manner. For this purpose, beforehand, we deﬁne when two states are a change in direction for a variable
x. The idea is that q1 and q2 are a change in direction for x if from state q1 to q2 the possible values
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assumed by x change from increasing to decreasing or vice versa. More precisely, two states q1 and q2 of
H are a change in direction for x (denoted as q1  x q2) if and only if one of the following requirements
is satisﬁed:
• Act(q1) ∈ I (x,X) and (Act(q2) ∈ D(x,X) or f [Act(q1)] ∈ D(x,X)) if there exists a transition
〈q1, a,, f ′, q2〉 such that f ′ = f .
• Act(q1) ∈ D(x,X) and (Act(q2) ∈ I (x,X) or f [Act(q1)] ∈ I (x,X)) if there exists a transition
〈q1, a,, f ′, q2〉 such that f ′ = f .
With q1  x q2 we denote the fact that q1  x q2 does not hold.
We consider two kinds of transitions. A transition controls x if and only if, after its execution, the value
of x is known a priori. A transition is a bound for x if and only if, after performing the transition, the
value of x has a bound. More precisely, let e = 〈q, a, S, f, q ′〉 be a transition; we say that
• e controls x with c if and only if either for each v ∈ S it holds that v(x) = c or f [Act(q)] is the
constant function c for x.
• e is a bound for x if and only if for any c it holds that e does not control x with c and there exists exists
c1, c2 ∈ R such that for each v ∈ S it holds that v(x) ∈ [c1, c2].
We extend this deﬁnition to states. Two states q1 and q2 control x if and only if each transition with
source q1 and target q2 controls x.
Two states q1 and q2 are a bound for x if and only if there exists a transition with source q1 and target
q2 which is a bound for x, and any other transition with source q1 and target q2 either controls or is a
bound for x.
We now deﬁne the graph of changes of H representing states and transitions of H that do or do not
satisfy the deﬁnition above.
Deﬁnition 15. Let H be inMS with variables in X and states in Q. The graph of changes of H (denoted
asG(H)) is a graph with states of Q as nodes. Edges have labels in⋃x∈X{boundx, uncertainx} and are
such that
• (q1, boundx, q2) is an edge of G(H) iff q1 and q2 are a bound for x.
• (q1, uncertainx, q2) is an edge ofG(H) iff there exists a transition with source q1 and target q2, and
q1 and q2 do not control x and are not a bound for it.
Example 16. Fig. 4 shows the graph of changes of the Monotonic Hybrid System in Example 10.
We deﬁne the controlled change property which holds if, for each run crossing states q1 and q2 that
are a direction change for x, it holds that one of the transitions crossed between q1 and q2 is a bound for
x, and possible cycles crossing q1 and q2 contain a transition that controls x.
Deﬁnition 17. A systemH inMS satisﬁes the controlled change property if and only if for each variable
x and states q1 and q2, with q1  x q2, it holds that
• there exists no path in G(H) from q1 to q2 with only label uncertainx ;
• there exists no cycle in G(H) with labels in {uncertainx, boundx} crossing q1 and q2.
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Fig. 4. The graph of changes of the tank.
Example 18. The graph of changes in Example 10, shown in Fig. 4, satisﬁes the controlled change
property. In fact, we have that q0  x q2 and q1  x q2. Therefore, there is no path from either q0 or q1 to
q2 with only the label uncertainx and there is no cycle crossing either both q0 and q2 or both q1 and q2
with labels in {uncertainx, boundx}.
3.2. Controlled ﬂow property
The controlled ﬂow property ﬁxes some restrictions on the dependence among variables. More pre-
cisely, it requires the existence of a total order among the variables such that a variable x does not depend
on variables that are greater. This fact ensures the absence of mutually dependent variables.
Deﬁnition 19. Let x, y ∈ X and e = 〈q, a, S, f, q ′〉 be a transition; x is independent from y in e if and
only if f [Act(q)](v)(x) = f [Act(q)](v′)(x), for any v, v′ ∈ Dom(Act (q)) such that v(y) = v′(y) and
v(z) = v′(z), for z = y. We say that x depends on y in e if and only if x is not independent of y in e.
Therefore, x is independent of y in e if and only the value of x, after a step which uses e, does not
depend on the value of y before that step.
Wedeﬁne the controlled ﬂowpropertywhich requires that, if a variablexi depends on a different variable
xj on e, then xj assumes bounded values in e, and that there are no mutually dependent variables.
Deﬁnition 20. A system H inMS with set of variables X = {x1, . . . , xn} satisﬁes the controlled ﬂow
property if and only if
• if xi depends on xj in e = 〈q, a, S, f, q ′〉, S is well deﬁned on c and i = j , then for any v ∈ S it holds
that v(xj ) ∈ [−c, c];
• there exists a total order ≺ on X such that if xi ≺ xj , then there is no transition e such that xi depends
on xj in e.
Example 21. The total order of Example 10, shown in Fig. 4, is y ≺ x.
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3.3. The subclassesMCS and T S
We now consider two subclasses of Monotonic Hybrid Systems.
Deﬁnition 22. A system H is a Monotonic Controlled Hybrid System if and only if H satisﬁes both the
controlled change and controlled ﬂow properties.
WithMCS, we denote the class of Monotonic Controlled Hybrid Systems.
Systems that can be described asMCS are such that a change in direction of the activity of a variable
x is either controlled (namely the change in direction happens at a certain ﬁxed value of x), or is bounded
(namely the change in direction happens in a bounded interval of x). Moreover, in this latter case, there
cannot be an inﬁnite numbers of changes in direction (as would happen if unconditioned cycles existed).
Finally, a variable cannot depend on a different diverging variable, and two variables cannot be mutually
dependent.
Example 23. The systems of Examples 9 and 10 are inMCS.
Deﬁnition 24. A system H inMS is a Timed System if and only if, for each variable x and state q, it
holds that Act(q)(t)(v)(x) = v(x) + t and for each transition 〈q, a, S, f, a′〉 we have that S = ,
where  is a conjunction of formulae of the form x ∼ c, with c ∈ Q, and, for any x ∈ X, it holds that
either f [Act(q)] ∈ Id(x,X) or f [Act(q)](v)(x) ∈ Q.
With T S we denote the class of Timed Systems, which coincides with the class of Timed Automata
of [3].
3.4. Undecidability result forMCS with dense time
In the dense time domain the reachability problem is also undecidable forMonotonic ControlledHybrid
Systems.
Theorem 25 (Undecidability). For some H inMCS the reachability problem is undecidable with dense
time.
Proof. We prove that an Integrator System is a Monotonic Controlled Hybrid System. In fact,
for any states q1 and q2, q1  x q2 does not hold since Act(q1), Act (q2) ∈ I (x,X) ∪ Id(x,X). More-
over, each variable x only depends on itself. Hence, each total order satisﬁes the controlled ﬂow
property.
Therefore, an Integrator System is a Monotonic Controlled Hybrid System.
As mentioned in Theorem 14, in [29] the reachability problem is proved to be undecidable for the class
of Integrator Systems with dense time. So, the undecidability result also holds for the class of Monotonic
Controlled Hybrid Systems with dense time. 
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3.5. An equivalence result for discrete time domain
We prove that with discrete time assumption the classMCS is equivalent to the class T S. This derives
from the fact that systems inMCS have well-deﬁned sets that label transitions. Hence, controlled change
and controlled ﬂowproperties ensure that in a bounded interval the values assumed by variables are ﬁnitely
many and when a variable diverges, there can be a change in direction only if the transition is controlled.
The following proposition states that the class T S is enclosed within the classMCS.
Proposition 26. If H is in T S, then H is inMCS.
We prove that the opposite is also true. More precisely, we prove that, for eachH inMCS, there exists
a H ′ in T S which recognizes the same language, with discrete time assumption.
Firstly, we consider an equivalence relation ensuring that each valuation in the same equivalence class
is in the same class of well-deﬁned sets.
Deﬁnition 27. Let v, v′ be two valuations and c ∈ N. We write v ≈c v′ if and only if for each x it holds
that v(x) = v′(x) or v(x), v′(x) > c or v(x), v′(x) < −c.
We note that ≈c is an equivalence relation. With [v]c we denote the equivalence class {v′ | v ≈c v′}.
Proposition 28. If S is well deﬁned on c and v ≈c v′, then v ∈ S if and only if v′ ∈ S.
The set of equivalence classes deﬁned by ≈c are in general not ﬁnitely many, but we want to prove
that they are ﬁnitely many if one considers those reached by a system inMCS. For this purpose we need
some deﬁnitions.
With CmaxH we denote the absolute maximum value of constants in the set⋃
x∈X, S labeling e∈E
min{c ∈ N | S is well deﬁned for c}.
The constant CmaxH represents the value such that each valuation of a variable x greater (resp., less) than
CmaxH (resp., −CmaxH ) satisﬁes a condition if and only if the valuation which assigns to x the value CmaxH
(resp., −CmaxH ) does.
Let H be a Monotonic Hybrid System with transitions in the set E; with CH we denote the interval
of naturals [−C,C] such that C is greater than each value in the set {CmaxH } ∪ {c | ∃x ∈ X and e ∈
E s.t. e controls x with c}. The set CH contains all constants appearing in H.
LetX = {x1, . . . , xn} be the set of variables ofH. An n-tuple of ﬁnite sets of reals is a tuple (R1, . . . , Rn)
where Ri is a ﬁnite set contained in R.
An n-tuple of ﬁnite sets of reals R = (R1, . . . , Rn) determines a set of valuations VR such that for
each v ∈ VR it holds that v(xi) ∈ Ri .
Deﬁnition 29. Let H be aMCS. If i ∈ [1, n], c ∈ R0 and R = (R1, . . . , Rn) is an n-tuple of ﬁnite
sets of reals, then with FH(R, i, c) we denote the n-tuple (R1, . . . , Ri−1, R′i , Ri+1 . . . , Rn) such that R′i
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is the set
Ri ∪ {v′(xi) ∈ [−c, c] | (q, v)→at (q ′, v′) ∧ t ∈ NK ∧ v ∈ VR}.
The set FhH (R, i, c) is the set FH(R, i, c) if h = 1 and Fh−1H (FH (R, i, c), i, c) otherwise.
The n-tuple FH(R, i, c) represents the set of values reachable by xi with a step from a valuation
represented by R while remaining in the interval [−c, c]. The n-tuple FhH (R, i, c) is the extension to h
consecutive steps.
Proposition 30. If R is an n-tuple of ﬁnite sets of reals, then FH(R, i, c) is an n-tuple of ﬁnite sets
of reals.
Let c ∈ N and x ∈ X; with T (c, x) we denote the lower bound of the set{
c
|v(x)− f [Act(q)](t)(v)(x)|
∣∣∣∣ v ∈ Dom(Act (q)), 〈q, a, S, f, q ′〉 ∈ E, t ∈ K
}
.
The value T (c, x) represents the maximum number of steps which increase the value of x such that x
falls outside the interval [−c, c]. We have that T (c, x) = ∞ since, by deﬁnition of strictly increasing
and decreasing functions, there exists a value T such that |v(x) − f [Act(q)](t)(v)(x)|T for each
〈q, a, S, f, q ′〉 ∈ E v ∈ Dom(Act (q)), and t ∈ K . With T (c), we denote the maximum T (c, x) for
x ∈ X.
Deﬁnition 31. Let H be inMCS with states in Q and xi1 ≺ · · · ≺ xin be the total order on the variables
of H resulting by the deﬁnition of controlled ﬂow property. Let c be a natural, and R0 = (R01, . . . , R0n)
such that R0i = CH . We deﬁne the n-tuple FH(c) as the n-tuple of sets of reals Fn resulting from the
following expressions:
• F1 = FkH (R0, i1, c), where k = |Q| · T (c).
• Fj = FkH (Fj−1, ij , c), where k = |Q| · T (c) and 2jn.
The n-tuple of sets of reals FH contains the values reachable by a variable with a sequence of steps
along the total order deﬁned on variables by the deﬁnition ofMCS. In fact, if xi ≺ xj , then to calculate
the values reachable by xj the values reachable by xi must also been calculated.
Since R0 and FH(R, i, c) are n-tuples of ﬁnite sets of reals, by Proposition 30, we have the following
corollary.
Corollary 32. FH(c) is an n-tuple of ﬁnite sets of reals, for any natural c.
The relation≈CmaxH is not of ﬁnite index, but the following lemma states that the set of classes [v]c such
that v is reachable are ﬁnitely many, if cCmaxH .
Lemma 33. Let H be inMCS and cCmaxH ; for each sequence of steps (q0, v0)→a1t1 · · · →artr (qr , vr)
of H it holds that [vr ]c ∈ VFH (c).
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Proof. Let VFH (c) = (R1, . . . , Rn). We prove that, for each sequence of steps (q0, v0) →
a1
t1 . . . →artr
(qr , vr), if vr(x) ∈ [−c, c], then vr(x) ∈ Ri , where x = xi .
The proof is by induction on the total order ≺. Firstly, we consider the base case, i.e. the variable
x = xi1 .
Let i be the index such that vi(x) ∈ CH and, for each j > i, it holds that vj (x) ∈ CH . Since
v0(x) ∈ CH , the index i exists.
We note that, since x is the minimum deﬁned by the total order≺, x depends at most on its value. By this
fact and bydeﬁnition ofRi1 (since vi(x) ∈ CH ),we have that afterT (c) steps such that |vk(x)−vk−1(x)| >
0, with ikr , the value of x is still in Ri1 .
We now consider two possible cases.
(1) Firstly, we consider the case in which qj1  x qj2 , for any j1, j2 ∈ [i + 1, r]. This means that the
functions in the sets {Act(qi), . . . , Act (qr−1)} and {fi[Act(qi)], . . . , fr−1[Act(qr−1)]} are either
all increasing or all decreasing, where fj is the function which appears in the transition taken in
the j th step. But, by deﬁnition of i, it holds that vi(x) ∈ [−c, c]; moreover, since all functions in
the set {Act(qi)(x), . . . , Act (qr−1)(x)} and in the set {fi[Act(qi)], . . . , fr−1[Act(qr−1)]} have the
same sign of slope and vr(x) ∈ [−c, c], it is obvious that, if j is such that ijr , then it holds that
vj (x) ∈ [−c, c].
Now, we prove that, for each ijr , it holds that vj (x) ∈ Ri1 . Let us suppose, by contradiction,
that there exists a vj (x) ∈ Ri1 . But we have already proved that after T (c) steps such that |vk(x) −
vk−1(x)| > 0, with ikr , the value of x is still in Ri1 . This means that there must be more than
T (c) steps such that |vk(x) − vk−1(x)| > 0. But, this implies that there exists i lr such that
vl(x) ∈ [−c, c], which contradicts the fact that, for each ijr , it holds that vj (x) ∈ [−c, c].
(2) Secondly, we consider the case qj1  x qj2 , for some j1, j2 ∈ [i + 1, r].
Let h1 < h2 < . . . < hm be the indexes greater than i such that qhj−1  x qhj , for 2jm. Since
h1 > i, the transitions ej used in the step j th, with j > i, cannot control x. In fact, if ej controls
x, then it contradicts the hypothesis that i is the greatest index such that vi(x) ∈ CH . Moreover, by
deﬁnition ofMCS, in the graph G(H), for each 2jm, there exists no path from qhj−1 to qhj
labeled with only uncertainx . This means that between qi and qh1 (resp., qhj−1 and qhj ) we must
have at most T (c) steps such that |vl(x) − vl−1(x)| > 0, with i < lh1 (resp., hj−1 < lhj ). In
fact, if we had more than T (c) steps such that |vl(x)− vl−1(x)| > 0 between qi and qh1 (resp., qhj−1
and qhj ), then vh1(x) ∈ [−c, c] (resp., vhj (x) ∈ [−c, c]), but this would contradict the deﬁnition of
boundedness. Therefore, vr(x) must be in R′i1 where F
T (c)·m
H (R
0, i1, c) = (R′1, . . . , R′n). Now, since
we have requested that in G(H) there is no cycle with labels in {boundx, uncertainx} crossing qhj
and qhj+1, this means that m < |Q|, and hence vr(x) ∈ Ri1 .
Therefore we have proved that for each sequence of steps (q0, v0) →a1t1 · · · →artr (qr , vr) if vr(xi1) ∈[−c, c], then vr(xi1) ∈ Ri1 .
We consider the inductive step, namely the case in which x = xih with h > 1.
By induction on h, we have that, for each k ∈ [1, h− 1] and for each sequence of steps (q0, v0)→a1t1
. . .→artr (qr , vr), if vr(xik ) ∈ [−c, c], then vr(xik ) ∈ Rik .
Let i be the index such that vi(x) ∈ CH and, for each j > i, it holds that vj (x) ∈ CH . Since
v0(x) ∈ CH , the index i exists.
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We note that x depends at most on its value and the values of variables xi1, . . . , xih−1 . Because of this
fact, by induction on h and by deﬁnition of Rih (since vi(x) ∈ CH ), we have that after T (c) steps such
that |vk(x)− vk−1(x)| > 0, with ikr , the value of x is still in Rih .
Therefore the proof of the case h > 1 can be done similarly to that of the base case xi1 .
Since CmaxH + 1 and −CmaxH − 1 are in each Ri , and since we have proved that for each sequence of
steps equal to (q0, v0)→a1t1 · · · →artr (qr , vr) if vr(x) ∈ [−c, c], then vr(x) ∈ Ri , where x = xi ; it means
that, if vr is reachable, then [vr ]c ∈ VFH (c). 
If c ∈ N, then with tcH we denote the maximum time that a function employs to become either greater




{t ∈ NK |Act(q)(t)(v)(x) ∈ [−c, c] and Act(q) ∈ D(x,X) ∪ I (x,X)}.
Since the set VFH (c) is ﬁnite and Act(q) diverges, the time t
c
H exists.
Deﬁnition 34. LetH = 〈Q, q0,, X,Act, E,Qf 〉 with X = {x1, . . . , xn}, cCmaxH . We can deﬁne the
Timed System T (H, c) = 〈Q′, q ′0,, X′, Act ′, E′,Q′f 〉, where:
• Q′ = Q× VFH (c);• q ′0 = (q0, [v0]c) where v0(x) = 0 for any x ∈ X;• X′ = {t ime};
• there exists a transition 〈(q, [v]c), a, t ime = c′, f, (q ′, [v′]c)〉 in E′ if c′ ∈ {0, . . . , tcH }, f is the
constant 0 for time, and there exists a step (q, v)→at (q ′, v′);• there exists a transition 〈(q, [v]c), a, t ime > tcH , f, (q ′, [v′]c)〉 in E′ if f is the constant 0 for time,
and there exists a step (q, v)→at (q ′, v′), with t > tcH and t ∈ NK ;• Q′f = Qf × VFH (c).
It is easy to see that T (H, c) is in T S. The following theorem proves an important property on the runs
of H and T (H, c).
Theorem 35. For any H in MCS and cCmaxH , (q1, v1) →a1t1 . . . is a run in RK(H) if and only if
((q1, [v1]c), v′1)→a1t1 . . . is a run inRK(T (H, c)), where v′i(t ime) = 0 for any i1.
Proof. Now, by the construction of T (H, c), (q, v)→at (q ′, v′) is a step ofH if and only if ((q, [v]c), v′′)→at ((q ′, [v′]c), v′′′) is a step ofH, where v′′(time) = v′′′(time) = 0. This is obvious if t ∈ {0, . . . , tcH }.
If t > tcH then, by deﬁnition of t
c
H and of well deﬁnedness, for each t ′ > t
c
H there exists a step (q, v)→at ′
(q ′, v′) of H. But T (H, c) has a condition t ime > tcH and therefore for each t ′ > t
c
H there exists a step
((q, [v]c), v′′)→at ′ ((q ′, [v′]c), v′′′) of H.
Hence we have proved that (q, v) →at (q ′, v′) is a step of H if and only if ((q, [v]c), v′′) →at
((q ′, [v′]c), v′′′) is a step of T (H, c). Because of this fact, by Lemma 33 and by Propositions 2 and
28, then by means of a simple induction we have that r = (q1, v1) →a1t1 . . . is an inﬁnite sequence of
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steps of H if and only if r ′((q1, [v1]c), v′1) →a1t1 . . . is an inﬁnite sequence of steps of T (H, c), where
v′i(t ime) = 0.
To conclude the proof, we must prove that inf (r)∩Qf = ∅ if and only if inf (r ′)∩Qf ×VFH (c) = ∅.
But this is obvious, since for i, by Lemma 33, it holds that [vi]c is in VFH (c). 
Theorem 36 (Equivalence). If H is inMCS and cCmaxH , then LK(H) = LK(T (H, c)).
Proof. Let  ∈ LK(H). Let r = (q1, v1)→a1t1 . . . be a run inRK(H) such that r = .
By Theorem 35, we have that r is a run inRK(H) if and only if
r ′ = ((q1, [v1]c), v′1)→a1t1 . . .
is a run in RK(T (H, c)). Therefore, r = r ′ and hence  ∈ LK(H) if and only if  ∈ LK(T (H, c)).

As a consequence we have the following corollary.
Corollary 37. For each H inMCS there exists H ′ ∈ T S such that LK(H) = LK(H ′).
3.6. Closure and decidability results forMCS with discrete time
Since we have closure results for Timed Systems, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 38. The classMCS with discrete time is closed under union, intersection and complement.
For the class of Timed Systems it is known that universality, emptiness and reachability in the discrete
time domain are decidable, and, by the proof of Theorem 35, this also holds for the class of Monotonic
Controlled Hybrid Systems.
Theorem 39 (Decidability). For any H in MCS, it holds that, if CmaxH , v ∈ S and f [Act(q)], for
any transition 〈q, a, S, f, q ′〉 of H, are computable, then emptiness, universality and reachability are
decidable with discrete time NK where K ⊆ Q>0.
Now, by Proposition 5, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 40. For any H inMCS, if, for any transition 〈q, a, S, f, q ′〉 of H, f [Act(q)] is computable
and S =  with  ∈ (X) has bounded variables, then emptiness, universality and reachability are
decidable with discrete time NK where K ⊆ Q>0.
Hence, the decidability of basic properties strongly depends on the decidability of computingmonotonic
functions. Several monotonic functions are computable. For example, polynomial functions (restricted
in a certain domain ensuring monotonicity) are computable monotonic functions. Functions that are a
fraction of two polynomials (e.g. x+1
y2·t ) are also computable.
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In addition, several functions such as exponential, root, logarithm and trigonometric functions can be
computed bymeans of Taylor polynomials with an error in a chosen interval.We note that, if one considers
inﬁnite runs, then the propagation of the error is limited thanks to the deﬁnition ofMCS. Actually, if
the values assumed by a variable do not diverge, then the controlled change and ﬂow properties ensure
that the propagation of error is limited to |Q| · T (c) steps. Therefore, the only case in which the error can
diverge is when the values assumed by a variable diverge. But, by deﬁnition of well-deﬁned sets, after a
certain constant the precise value of a function is not important.
We also note that the fact that one can choose the interval to which the error belongs, ensures that the
approximation satisﬁes a certain class of formulae. For example, if x = f (X) = p(X) + e(X) where
p(X) is the Taylor polynomial and e(X) is the error (we can suppose that e(x) ∈ [−u, u] for a chosen
u > 0), then we are sure that the conditions xc and xc are satisﬁed ifp(X)+uc andp(X)−u > c.
3.7. Relationships betweenMCS with discrete time andMCS with dense time
The following propositions establish relationships between the language of a systemH inMCS under
a dense time assumption and the language of H under a discrete time assumption. These relationships
suggest the use of the results of Theorem 39 for the dense time case.
Proposition 41. For any H inMCS, if (q, v) is reachable with time domain R0, then there exists K
such that (q, v) is reachable with time domain NK .
Proposition 42. For any H inMCS we have that LK(H) ⊆ L(H).
3.8. Expressiveness results
The following theorems summarize the expressiveness results. The main results are that with a discrete
time assumption the classMCS (and hence also the class IS) coincides with the class T S, and that this
equivalence does not hold if a dense time domain is considered.
Theorem 43 (Expressiveness with discrete time domain). The following facts hold:
LK(T S) = L(IS) = LK(MCS) ⊂ LK(MS).
Proof. By Theorem 36 and since MCS ⊆ IS ⊆ T S, the equivalences LK(T S) = LK(IS) =
LK(MCS) hold.
We prove now the inclusion LK(MCS) ⊂ LK(MS). By deﬁnition ofMCS andMS, it is obvious
that LK(MCS) ⊆ LK(MS). So, we prove that there exists H inMS such that LK(H) ∈ LK(MCS).
We show that the language {(a, t)(a, et )(a, t1) . . . | t, ti ∈ NK} is inLK(MS) and is not inLK(MCS).
It is obvious that {(a, t)(a, et )(a, t1) . . . | t, ti ∈ NK} is recognized by a Monotonic Hybrid System
H. In fact, it is sufﬁcient to deﬁne H with three states q1, q2 and q3 and with one variable x such that
Act(q1)(t)(v)(x) = v(x)+ et − 1, Act(q2)(t)(v)(x) = v(x)− t and Act(q3)(t)(v)(x) = v(x). The set
of transitions is
{〈q1, a, true, f, q2〉, 〈q2, a, x = −1, f, q3〉, 〈q3, a, true, f, q3〉},
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where f (v)(x) = v(x). The repeated state is q3. Therefore, the language LK(H) is equal to the set
{(a, t)(a, et )(a, t1) . . . | t, ti ∈ NK}.
We note that H is not inMCS. In fact, the transition 〈q1, a, true,∅, q2〉, since q1  x q2, generates
an edge from q1 to q2 with label uncertainx . Therefore, there exists a path from q1 to q2 with only the
label uncertainx .
Moreover, there exists no H ′ inMCS such that LK(H ′) = L(H). Let us suppose, by contradiction,
that there exists an H ′ inMCS such that LK(H ′) = LK(H). Let X be the set of variables and q0 be the
initial state of H ′.
Let T arget (q) be the set of states reachable by a transition with source q. Let Cond(q) be the set
of well-deﬁned sets S labeling a transition with source q. If, for each x ∈ X, it holds q0  x q with
q ∈ T arget (q0), then, when the system performs two steps (q0, v0)→at1 (q1, v1)→at2 (q2, v2), the value
of each variable x depends on the two constants c1 = Act(q0)(t1)(v0)(x) and c2 = Act(q)(t2)(v1)(x).
Now, since the value of x depends on c1 and c2, we must force t2 = et1 , for each t1 ∈ NK , by recovering
the values c1 and c2 which give the time t1 such that Act(q0)(t1)(v0)(x) = c1 and the time t2 such that
Act(q)(v1)(v1)(x) = c2. Since the sets in Cond(q0) and Cond(q) are well-deﬁned sets, when c1 and
c2 are not in [−CmaxH ,CmaxH ] it is impossible to recover all the possible c1 and c2 which permit one to
have t2 = et1 , for each t1 ∈ NK . In fact the well deﬁned set either admits or excludes each value greater
than CmaxH and each value less than −CmaxH . Therefore, to recover t1 and t2 by using c1 and c2, we must
have that c1 and c2 must be in the interval [−CmaxH ,CmaxH ]. Since the activity must be divergent, it means
that when t1 tcH , the value of c1 and c2 falls outside of [−CmaxH ,CmaxH ]. So the activity for x must be in
Id(x,X) or C(x,X). But these functions are independent of time, and therefore we cannot recover t1
and t2 from c1 and c2.
This implies that there must be a state q ′ in T arget (q0) and a variable x such that q0  x q ′ and, after
reading (a, t1), H is in the state q ′.
Now, by deﬁnition ofMCS, the transition taken must either control or bind x. Therefore, the value




contradicts the hypothesis that H ′ recognizes LK(H). 
We show now that with the dense time assumption the equivalences shown in the theorem above do
not hold.
Theorem 44 (Expressiveness with the dense time domain). The following facts hold:
L(T S) ⊂ L(IS) ⊂ L(MCS) ⊂ L(MS).
Proof. In [25] it is proved that {(a, t)(a, t2)(a, t1)(a, t2) . . . | t, ti ∈ R} is recognized by noLinearHybrid
System, hence by no Integrator System either.
The proof given in [25] also holds if one considers the language
L = {(a, t)(a, t2)(a, t1)(a, t2) . . . | t, ti ∈ [0, C]}
for any C ∈ R>0. In fact in [25] it is shown that Linear Hybrid Systems have the set of possible times
belonging to convex spaces and the set of pair (t, t2) ⊂ R2 cannot be represented with a ﬁnite set of
convex spaces.
Therefore, it holds that L(IS) ⊂ L(MCS), if L is in L(MCS).
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AnMCS which recognizes L, is a system with three states {q1, q2, q3} and a variable x.
Moreover, we have that Act(q1)(t)(v)(x) = v(x) + t2, Act(q2)(t)(v)(x) = v(x) − t and
Act(q3)(t)(v)(x) = v(x). The set of transitions is
{〈q1, a, x ∈ [0, C], f, q2〉, 〈q2, a, x = 0, f, q3〉, 〈q3, a, true, f, q3〉}.
where f (v)(x) = v(x). The repeated state is q3. Now, it is obvious that a system like this satisﬁes the
controlled ﬂow property since it has only one variable x. Moreover, we have only one change in direction
q1  x q2 and this change in direction is bounded. The system thus satisﬁes both the controlled change and
the controlled ﬂowproperty, and hence it is inMCS. Therefore,we have proved thatL(IS) ⊂ L(MCS).
The containment L(T S) ⊂ L(IS) is obvious since the reachability problem is undecidable for IS
with the dense time domain. Actually, given an IS H and a conﬁguration (q, v), we can construct an
IS H ′ such that q is the only repeated state. From q there exists only one self-transition with condition
true, and each transition 〈q ′, a, S, f, q〉 of H is replaced with the transition 〈q ′, a, S ∩ v, f, q〉. Now,
H can reach (q, v) if and only if L(H ′) = ∅, which is decidable. But, if there exists a T S recognizing
L(H ′), then the reachability problem for IS becomes decidable, thus contradicting the hypothesis.
The inclusionL(MCS) ⊂ L(MS) can be proved bymimicking the proof for the inclusionLK(MCS)
⊂ LK(MS) of the previous theorem. Hence it is sufﬁcient to consider the language {(a, t)(a, et )(a, t1)
. . . | t, ti ∈ R0}. 
3.9. Succinctness
Let us assume that the size of a Monotonic Hybrid System is the sum of the number of states, variables
and transitions.
Given two classes of systems A and B, the class B is more succinct than the class A (see [16]) if
(1) for each system A in A that accepts the language L, there exists a system B ∈ B that accepts L and
such that the size of B is polynomial in the size of A;
(2) there is a family of languages Ln, for n > 0, such that each Ln is accepted by the system B in B of a
size polynomial in n, but the smallest A ∈ A accepting Ln is at least of size exponential in n.
The notion of succinctness is important in the description of systems. In fact it captures the intuitive
idea of compactness of a description. A more compact description means that space can be saved and
may also be easier to understand.
As an example, we will show that to check whether the number of occurrences of two events are the
same, needs an exponential size if the system contains only clocks. But if the systems contains also
stopwatches, then it is of polynomial size. We will also show that, if a system H must compute the
exponential function and H contains only clocks and stopwatches, then H must be of exponential size.
If we suppose to have a polynomial implementation of the function to be computed, then H obviously
becomes of polynomial size.
Moreover, in [16] similar results are proved by considering bounded concurrency. As examples, coun-
ters and word search problem of length n can be implemented by concurrent systems with n components.
The concurrent system is of logarithmic size with respect to the size of the sequential system.
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3.9.1. Discrete time-domain assumption
In this section, we show that also different kinds of evolution laws give a different succinctness. This
result is important since it shows that not only hierarchy, non-determinism and communication (as already
noticed) have an impact on succinctness, but also shape of functions used in descriptions. We show that
IS is more succinct than T S and thatMCS is more succinct than IS.
Theorem 45. Over discrete time, the class IS is more succinct than the class T S.
Proof. We consider a language Ln of timed words
(a1, t1) . . . (an, tn)(an+1, tn+1) . . .
with ai ∈ {0, 1}, ti ∈ N{1} and such that
∑
i∈[1,n] s.t. ai=0
ti+1 − ti =
∑
i∈[1,n] s.t. ai=1
ti+1 − ti = n.
It is easy to give a system in IS with two variables x1 and x2 working as stopwatches such that one is
running while the other is not, depending on the symbol read. For the last step it is sufﬁcient to use the
condition x1 = n and x2 = n.
A system in T S recognizing the same language must consider all the possible combinations. In fact,
let us suppose that there exists an H in T S that recognizes Ln. The Timed System H has a number of
states, transitions and variables that are polynomial in n. We say that a transition 〈q, a, S, f, q ′〉 resets x
to c if f [Act(q)] is the constant c for x.
After n steps, the values of the variable x must be equal to the time elapsed from the last step using a
transition that resets x to c plus the constant c.
Now, H must perform the last step such that
∑
i∈[1,n] s.t. ai=0
ti+1 − ti =
∑
i∈[1,n] s.t. ai=1
ti+1 − ti = n.
Since the states are polynomial in n and the possible tuples of times (c1, . . . , cn) such that ci = ti+1 − ti
are exponential, then information on times cannot be stored entirely in the state reached.Only a polynomial
number of tuples can be stored in the states.
Hence, the time ti+1 − ti must be recovered from values of variables. But, since the values of the
variable xmust be equal to the time elapsed from the last step using a transition that resets x to c plus the
constant c, then the values of x give information on the time elapsed from a symbol read at a certain step.
Since the well-deﬁned sets labeling transitions are formulae that are the conjunction of formulae of
the form x ∼ c, for each i a number of transitions is needed which is of the order of n2 to recover the
time ti+1 − ti at step i + 1+ n. Moreover, since the states can only store a polynomial number of times,
a number of clocks of the order of n are needed (at least one for each step from 1 to n).
LetAci be the set of transitions ensuring that the time ti+1 − ti is equal to c at step i+ 1+n. As proved
before, the set Aci is of the order of n2.
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Since the well-deﬁned sets labeling transitions are formulae that are conjunction of formulae of the




one needs to enumerate the possible values of time ti+1 − ti . Therefore, one must consider the cases
A
c1
1 , . . . , A
cn
n such that c1 + . . .+ cn = n.
But, as mentioned above, the set of tuples (c1, . . . , cn) such that c1 + · · · + cn = n are exponential,
and hence a number of transitions is needed which is exponential in the size of Acii . Since the size of A
c
i
is of the order of n2, the number of transitions must be exponential in n. Now, since the states ensure a
polynomial number of tuples, one needs an exponential number of transitions to consider all the cases.
But, this contradicts the hypothesis that H is polynomial in n. 
Theorem 46. Over discrete time, the classMCS is more succinct than the class IS.
Proof. We consider the language Ln of timed words
(a, t)(a, 2t )(b, 1)(b, 1) . . . ,
where t is a natural in [1, 2n].
Let g be the function such that g(c) = c, for c < 1, and g(c) = lg2(c)+1 otherwise. TheMCS H rec-
ognizing the language Ln has two variables x and y, three states q1, q2 and q3, whereAct(q1)(t)(v)(x) =
v(x) + g(t), Act(q1)(t)(v)(y) = v(y) + t , and, for i = 2, 3, Act(qi)(t)(v)(x) = v(x) + t and
Act(qi)(t)(v)(y) = v(y) − g(t). Moreover, H has a transition 〈q1, a, 1xn + 1, f, q2〉, a tran-
sition 〈q2, a, y = −1, f, q3〉, a transition 〈q3, b, x = 1, f, q3〉 where f is the constant function 0 for
x and the identity for y. Obviously, H is in the classMCS.
Now, the conditions of an IS are able to express intervals of naturals. Hence, the set of reachable
valuations after a ﬁnite sequences of k steps, is a conjunction of disjunction of linear inequalities of
polynomial size on k and the size of conditions labeling the transitions taken. Hence, to express the set of
times T = {21, . . . , 22n−1, 22n} that can be taken in the second step, we need to enumerate all possible
values in T (whose number is exponential) by using either exponential size conditions or an exponential
number of states. 
The previous two theorems imply the following corollary.
Corollary 47. Over discrete time, the classMCS is more succinct than the class T S.
3.9.2. Dense time-domain assumption
In the dense time domain the classMCS is more expressive than the class IS, which itself is more
expressive than the class T S. Neither of these results nor the previous results on succinctness imply that
the classMCS is more succinct than the class IS and that the class IS is more succinct than the class
T S over dense time.
We have the following result.
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Theorem 48. Over dense time, the class IS is more succinct than the class T S.
Proof. Weconsider a languageLn over the alphabet = {0, 1} and such that {(a1, t1) . . . (a2·n, t2·n) . . . |ai
= ai+n ∧ ai, ai+n ∈ {0, 1} ∧ ti < ti+1, 1in}.
It is easy to give a system in IS with n stopwatches xi , i ∈ [1, n], such that if the symbol read at
iteration i is 1, then stopwatch xi is increased by an amount greater than zero. Then at step i + n the
symbol 1 is accepted if and only if xi > 0, and the symbol 0 is accepted if and only if xi = 0.
A system T S recognizing the same language must consider all the possible combinations. In fact, let
us suppose that there exists H in T S such that it recognizes Ln. The system H has a number of states,
transitions and variables that is polynomial in n. After n steps, the values of the variable x must be equal
to the time elapsed from the last step using a transition that resets x to c plus the constant c.
Now, H must perform the last n steps such that ai = ai+n. Since the values of the variable x must be
equal to the time elapsed from the last step using a transition that resets x to c plus the constant c, then the
values of x give information on the time elapsed since the moment a symbol was read at a certain step.
Let us suppose that one recovers the string that has been read from the value of variables. At step n+ i
the system should read the same symbol as was read at step i. As values of variables depend on the time
elapsed between the two steps (and this amount of time may be any amount greater than zero) and since
we have only conjunctions of formulae of the form x ∼ c, an inﬁnite number of transitions would be
needed to read the same symbol read n steps before. Now, the variables ofH can store information on only
a constant number of cases (which does not depend on n), and, therefore, the information must be stored
in the states in the form of the string that has been read. The possible strings are in (0 + 1)n, and thus
the number of states should be exponential in n. But, this contradicts the hypothesis that H is polynomial
in n. 
The following theorem proves that the classMCS is more succinct than the class IS.
Theorem 49. Over dense time, the classMCS is more succinct than the class IS.
Proof. We consider the set of symbols  = {b, c}. Let Ln be the set of timed words (a1, 1) . . . (ak, 1)
(c, 22k )(c, 1)(c, 1) . . ., where k is a natural in [1, n], and ai = b for any i ∈ [1, k]. Let g be the function
such that g(c) = 12 · c, for c < 2, and g(c) = lg2(lg2(c)) + 1 otherwise. TheMCS H recognizing the
language Ln has two variables x and y, three states q1, q2 and q2 such that q3 is the repeated state and
Act(qi)(t)(v)(x) = v(x)+ t , for i = 1, 2, 3, and Act(q1)(t)(v)(y) = v(y)+ t and Act(qi)(t)(v)(y) =
v(y) − g(t), for i = 1, 2. Moreover, H has a transition 〈q1, b, x = 1, f, q1〉, a transition 〈q1, b, x =
1 ∧ 1yn, f, q2〉, a transition 〈q2, c, y = −1, f ′, q3〉, and a transition 〈q3, c, x = 1, f ′′, q2〉
where f is the constant function 0 for x and the identity function for y, and f ′ and f ′′ are the constant
function 0 for x and y, respectively. Moreover, obviously H is in the classMCS.
Now, the conditions of an IS are able to express intervals. Therefore, the spaces of reachable valuations
after a ﬁnite sequence of k steps is a disjunction of conjunctions of linear inequalities which is polynomial
on k and on conditions labeling the transitions taken. Hence, to express the set of possible times T =
{22, . . . , 22n−1, 22n} that can be taken at a step less than (n + 1)th, we need to enumerate all possible
values in T (whose number is exponential) by using either exponential size conditions or an exponential
number of states. 
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The previous two theorems imply the following corollary.
Corollary 50. Over dense time, the classMCS is more succinct than the class T S.
4. Verifying properties forMCS
In this section, we study the decidability of the veriﬁcation for Monotonic Controlled Systems.
4.1. Timed temporal logics
First, we extend a Hybrid System with a labeling on states. Let H be anMS with set of states Q, and
P be a set of atomic propositions. A labeling function  : Q → 2P is associated with H, which labels
each state q with a set of atomic propositions contained in P that are true in q.
Deﬁnition 51. An SPTL formula  is deﬁned as follows:
 ::= p | S | 1 ∨ 2 | 1 ∧ 2 | ¬ | ©  | 1UI2,
where p ∈ P , S is well deﬁned on c, for some c, and I is an interval contained in R.
We note that SPTL is an extension of TPTL (see [8]) with well-deﬁned sets.
If r = (q0, v0) →a0t0 (q1, v1) →a1t1 . . . is a run of H, then with ri we denote the run (qi, vi) →aiti
(qi+1, vi+1)→ai+1ti+1 . . .. Let us now give the semantics of SPTL.
Deﬁnition 52. Wedeﬁne inductivelywhen a timed sequence r = (q0, v0)→a0t0 (q1, v1)→a1t1 . . . satisﬁes
a formula :
rtrue
rp iff p ∈ (q0),
rS iff v0 ∈ S,
r¬ iff r  ,
r1 ∨ 2 iff r1 ∨ r2,
r1 ∧ 2 iff r1 ∧ r2,
r©  iff r1,






AnMS H satisﬁes a formula  with a dense time-domain assumption, written HR 0, if and only if
for each run r ∈ R(H) it holds that r. AnMS H satisﬁes a formula  with a discrete time-domain
assumption, written HNK, if and only if for each run r ∈ RK(H) it holds that r.
4.2. Verifying properties with discrete time
Several techniques havebeenused to solve themodel checkingproblemof formulae (see [4,8,11,15,24]).
For branching temporal logics, a labeling algorithm is used. For temporal logics, a formula can be trans-
lated into a T S and the problem is reduced to the emptiness problem for the Cartesian product. Another
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technique is based on translating a certain model checking problem into a decidable model checking
problem. We consider this last technique. Hence, to verify that HNK we translate H into a certain T S
and  into a certain MTL formula.
Let H = 〈Q, q0,, X,Act, E,Qf 〉 be anMCS with labeling function  on the set of atomic propo-
sitions P. Let  be a formula where S1, . . . , Sn are the well-deﬁned sets of valuations which appear in
. For T (H, c) (see Deﬁnition 34), we consider the labeling function ′ on the set of atomic propo-
sitions P ∪ {pS1, . . . , pSn} such that for each state (q, [v]c) of T (H, c) it holds that ′(q, [v]c)) =
(q) ∪ {pS | v ∈ S}. Moreover, with Sm() we denote the formula  such that each S is substituted by
the atomic proposition pS .
Lemma 53. LetHbeanMCS andbea formulawhereS1, . . . , Sn are thewell-deﬁned sets of valuations
which appear in . If c is greater than CmaxH and Si is well-deﬁned on c, then HNK if and only if
T (H, c)NKSm().
Proof. By Theorem 35 it holds that r = (q0, v0)→a0t0 . . . is a run inRK(H) if and only if r ′((q0, [v0]c),
v′0)→a0t0 . . . is a run inRK(T (H, c)), for cCmaxH .
By induction of  we prove that for any i0, ri if and only if (r ′)iSm().
•  = true.
It is obvious that ritrue if and only if (r ′)itrue.
•  = p.
By construction ′((qi, [vi]c)) = (qi) ∪ {pS | v ∈ S}. Now p ∈ {pS | v ∈ S}, hence p ∈ (qi).
Therefore, p ∈ (qi) if and only if p ∈ ′((qi, [vi]c)).
•  = S
Since Sm(S) = pS , we must prove that riS if and only if (r ′)ipS . Now riS if and only if vi ∈ S.
But, by Propositions 2 and 28, vi ∈ S if and only if pS ∈ (q, [vi]c), for any state q. Therefore, it holds
that vi ∈ S if and only if pS ∈ ′((q, [vi]c)), and hence riS if and only if (r ′)ipS .
•  = 1 ∨ 2 and  = 1 ∧ 2 and  = © and 1UI2.
This holds by induction.Weonly show the case1UI2, the others are easier.Wenote thatSm(1UI2)






By induction we have that ∀k ∈ [i, j − 1] we have (r ′)kSm(1) and (r ′)jSm(2). Since ri and
(r ′)i have the same times, it holds that (r ′)iSm(1)UI Sm(2).
Hence, ri1UI2 if and only if (r ′)iSm(1)UI Sm(2) if and only if (r ′)iSm(1UI2).
Hence, we have that r if and only if r ′Sm(). Therefore, by contradiction, if H  NK and
T (H, c)NKSm(), then there exists a run r ∈ R(H) such that r  . But this implies that there
exists r ′ ∈ R(T (H, c)) such that r ′  Sm()which implies that T (H, c)  NKSm(), which contradicts
the hypothesis.
The case HNK and T (H, c)  NKSm(), is similar. 
Theorem 54. Let  be a formula and H be inMCS. If CmaxH , v ∈ S, v ∈ S′ and f [Act(q)], for any
transition 〈q, a, S, f, q ′〉 ofH and S′ appearing in, are computable, then it is decidablewhetherHNK
with K ⊆ Q>0.
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Proof. By Lemma 53, HNK if and only if T (H, c)NKSm(). By Theorem 35 it is decidable to
compute T (H, c). In [8] it is shown that it is decidable to check whether a Timed System satisﬁes anMTL
formula. Since Sm() is an MTL formula, it is decidable to check whether T (H, c)NKSm(), which
implies that it is decidable to check whether HNK. 
Now, by Proposition 5 we have the following corollary.
Corollary 55. Let  be a formula such that, for each S appearing in , there exists  ∈ (X) with
bounded variables such that S = . For any H inMCS such that, for any transition 〈q, a, S, f, q ′〉 of
H, f [Act(q)] is computable and S =  with  ∈ (X) has bounded variables, it is decidable whether
HNK with K ⊆ Q>0.
4.3. Related works
There have been several papers that have veriﬁed properties written in a suitable logic for Hybrid
Systems.
In [1] a symbolic model-checking procedure based on the reachability analysis for linear Hybrid
Systems is considered. The procedure iteratively computes state sets that are deﬁnable as unions of
convex polyhedrons.
In [21] the model checking problem for rectangular automata is studied. Rectangular automata are the
most general type of hybrid systems for whichmodel checking is decidable with a dense time assumption.
Usually, to have decidability results, in the literature the class T S is assumed. For example, in [2] an
algorithm for model checking a TCTL-formula with respect to a T S is developed. In [7] Timed Temporal
Logics (TPTL) using a quantiﬁer construct for referencing time is studied. But, in this latter case, several
generalizations of TPTL are shown to be highly undecidable with a dense time assumption. Hence, in
[5] a TPTL that can constrain the time difference between events only with ﬁnite precision is introduced,
and decidability is proved.
Recently parametric model checking has been considered. In [4], a parametric temporal logic and
an algorithm for ﬁnding valuations which minimize (or maximize) the maximum (or minimum) of all
parameters is presented. Moreover, in [11] the problem of model-checking a parametric extension of the
logic TCTL over timed automata is considered and proved to be decidable.
Other different logics are studied in [15,24]. More precisely, in [24]Metric Temporal Logic is extended
to allow speciﬁcation about the duration of system states, and it is proved that every Duration Calculus
formula [15] is expressible with this extension.
4.4. A proof technique for general temporal logics
Let  be a formula, written in some temporal logic, expressing a property on all runs of H. A Hybrid
System satisﬁes the formula if and only if each run does.
A known technique for proving properties of anH ∈MCS consists in building a systemH¬, where
H¬ is a system such thatH satisﬁes  if and only if the system given by the Cartesian productH ×H¬
has an empty set of runs (see [5,7,28,31]).
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Let Hj = 〈Qj, qj0 ,j , Xj ,Actj , Ej ,Qjf 〉, where j = 1, 2, be MS. With H1 × H2 we denote
theMS
〈Q1 ×Q2, (q10 , q20 ),1 ∪ 2, X1 ∪X2, Act ′, E′,Q1f ×Q2f 〉,
where
• Act ′ is such that, for each (q, q ′), Dom(Act ′((q, q ′))) = Dom(Act1(q)) ∩ Dom(Act2(q ′)) and
Act ′((q, q ′))(t)(v)(x) = Act1(q)(t)(v)(x) if x ∈ X1 and Act ′((q, q ′))(t)(v)(x) = Act2(q ′)(t)
(v)(x), otherwise.
• 〈(q1, q2), a, S1∩S2, f ′, (q ′1, q ′2) is inE′ if and only if 〈q1, a, S1, f1, q ′1〉 ∈ E1 and 〈q2, a, S2, f2, q ′2〉 ∈
E2, where f ′ is such that Dom(f ′) = Dom(f1) ∩Dom(f2) and f ′(v)(x) = f1(v)(x) if x ∈ X1 and
f ′(v)(x) = f2(v)(x), otherwise.
To check properties we shall use the following proposition.
Proposition 56. If H1, H2 are inMCS, then H1 ×H2 is inMCS.
Proof. The Hybrid System H1 × H2 satisﬁes the controlled ﬂow property. In fact, if x is bounded or
controlled in H1 this also holds in H1 × H2. Moreover, a variable of H1 depends only on a variable of
H1, and likewise for H2. Therefore, if x1 ≺ · · · ≺ xn is the total order for H1 and y1 ≺ · · · ≺ ym is the
total order of H2, then we can consider the total order x1 ≺ . . . xn ≺ y1 . . . ym for H1 ×H2.
In addition, the Hybrid System H1 ×H2 also satisﬁes the controlled change property.
In fact, if q1  x q2 then in H1 × H2 it holds that (q1, q) x (q2, q ′), for any state q, q ′. Therefore, if
the graph G(H1 × H2) does not satisfy one of the requirements of the controlled change property for a
variable x, then this also holds in G(Hj), where j = 1 if x is a variable of H1 and j = 2 otherwise. But
this contradicts the hypothesis that Hj isMCS. 
Proposition 56 ensures that if H is anMCS and ¬ can be synthesized as anMCS, then checking
whether H satisﬁes  with a discrete time assumption is decidable. Therefore, in this case, Theorem 54
and Corollary 55 hold for general temporal logics.
Example 57. Wewant to prove that systemH of Example 10 satisﬁes the property which is equivalent
to
“the inﬂow lasts a time in [h1, h2] and the outﬂow lasts a time in [l, L]’’,
where h1 is such that 2h1 − 1+ log(h1 + 1) = l and h2 = log(L+ 1).
Fig. 5 shows the system H × H¬. We have used a variable time such that Act(q)(t)(v)(time) =
v(time)+ t . Therefore, the activity functions g′0, g′1, g′2 are such that for each i it holds that g′i(t)(v)(x) =
gi(t)(v)(x), g
′
i(t)(v)(y) = gi(t)(v)(y) and g′i(t)(v)(time) = v(time) + t , where gi is the function
deﬁned in the Example 10. Moreover, g′3 is the identity function for x, y and time.
The function f is the function such that f (v)(x) = v(x), f (v)(y) = v(y) and f (v)(time) =
v(time). Moreover, the function f ′ is the function such that f ′(v)(x) = v(x) + x(y), f ′(v)(y) = 0
and f ′(v)(time) = 0.
The state “bad’’ is reached if and only if H does not satisfy .
With  we denote the formula x + y ∈ [0, L] ∧ x, y ∈ [0, L].
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Fig. 5. H ×H¬.
We have used a transition labeled by the condition t ime ∈ [l, L] as a shorthand for two transitions
labeled by conditions the t ime < l and t ime > L, respectively, and likewise for the transitions
labeled by t ime ∈ [h1, h2].
4.5. Verifying properties with dense time
Theorem 54 does not hold with a dense time assumption. Corollary 41 states that, if in the discrete case
a conﬁguration is reachable, then in the dense case the conﬁguration is reachable as well. Therefore, we
have the following result.
Theorem 58. If H∨=NK then H∨=R 0.
Proof. If H
∨=NK, then there exists a run r such that r∨=. Since r is also a run of H with a dense time
assumption, it holds that H
∨=R 0 
Therefore, we can use the discrete time to prove that in the dense time the property does not hold.
Obviously, HNK does not imply HR 0.
There are two important reasons for using the discrete approximation:
(1) If one considers general monotonic functions, then the techniques based on symbolic representations
of states (e.g. see [20,23,29]) cannot be used. In fact, this technique fails if one considers general
exponential functions.
(2) The procedures based on approximations always terminate, whichmay be not the casewith procedures
based on exact calculation, such as that based on symbolic representation.
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4.6. Related works
In [20] non-linear functions in dense time are considered and two techniques are given to prove
properties.
The ﬁrst technique substitutes each non-linear variable x with a clock, but, to do this, the conditions
on y must be of the form y ∼ c and any subsequent activity of y must continue the previous one.
The second technique approximates a non-linear function with a set of convex spaces (see also [9]).
The ﬁrst technique is correct and complete (i.e. the property holds in the new system if and only if
it holds in the given one). The second one is only correct (i.e. if the property holds in the new system,
then it holds in the given one, but not vice versa). Checking properties with these two techniques is
semi-decidable.
In our case, if the answer is false, then H does not satisfy  with dense time.
In [17,18] non-linear functions are also considered. More precisely, polynomial functions are studied.
In this case an approximation using the results of [30] is not needed but non-deterministic evolution laws
are allowed. On the other hand, a deterministic polynomial function is a ﬁnite sequence of monotonic
functions, but the opposite does not hold.
5. Conclusions
We have deﬁned the class of Monotonic Hybrid Systems (MS), a subclass of Hybrid Systems and a
superclass of Multirate Systems, Integrator Systems and Timed Automata. In particular, we have studied
a subclass ofMS, calledMCS, characterized by limitations on evolution laws of variables.
When assuming adense timedomain, the classMCS contains Integrator Systems andTimedAutomata,
and therefore undecidability results proved for these classes also hold forMCS.
In the discrete time case, the classMCS is shown to be equivalent to Timed Automata (and hence to
Integrator Systems), and therefore systems inMCS enjoy the same properties as TimedAutomata.More-
over, with the assumption of computability of functions appearing in the systems inMCS, reachability
and other properties are decidable.
We have shown that both in the dense and in the discrete time case, MCS allows more succinct
descriptions than Integrator Systems and that the latter are more succinct than Timed Automata. Hence,
in addition to the results of succinctness in relation to hierarchy, non-determinism, communication (see
among the others [6,16,19,27]), we have that the class of functions chosen to describe physical events
inﬂuence succinctness.
We have also considered the problem of satisﬁability of properties of systems inMCS.We have proved
that satisﬁability is decidable in the case of discrete time. In the case of dense time in which satisﬁability
is undecidable or, when decidable, more complex than in the case of discrete time, we have shown that
the discrete time can be used to check whether a formula is not satisﬁed by a system in the dense time
domain.
We have illustrated the formalism and the results by means of some examples.
As a future work, as done in [22] for Timed Systems, we will study when a formula holding for an
MCS with the discrete time assumption holds also when considering the dense time assumption. We
aim to ﬁnd an algorithm that always terminates and, if does not return fail, then it returns true if and only
if the formula is satisﬁed by the given system with the dense time assumption. Moreover, we want to
extend these results for general Hybrid Systems with general diverging functions.
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Appendix
Proof of Proposition 2. It is obvious that, for each v ∈ S, if v(x)c, then v(x)c′ and if v(x) − c,
then v(x) − c′.
Moreover, if for each c′′ > c it holds that v′ ∈ S where v′(x) = c′′ and v′(y) = v(y), for any x = y,
then this also holds for each c′′ > c′ > c.
Finally, if for each c′′ < −c it holds that v′ ∈ S where v′(x) = c′′ and v′(y) = v(y), for any x = y,
then this also holds for each c′′ < −c′ < −c. 




(∀x ∈ X. (( ∧ xi > c)⇒ (∀xi.xi > c ∧ )) ∨ (⇒ ∀xi.xic))
∧ (∀x ∈ X. (( ∧ xi < −c)⇒ (∀xi.xi < −c ∧ )) ∨ (⇒ ∀xi.xi − c))
is satisﬁable.
In [30] an algorithm is given to delete quantiﬁers in formulae in (X). Therefore, if c is substituted
with a variable xc, then we have an equivalent formula in ({xc}). Now, the proposition holds since if
anx
n + · · · + a1x + a0 is a polynomial on variable x, then its roots are in the interval [−M,M] where
M = max(|an|,|an−1|+···+|a0|)|an| (see [14]). 
Proof of Proposition 5. Let C be the upper bound of the absolute value of the reals that appears in .
First of all, since true = V (X)wehave that true is obviouslywell deﬁned.Moreover, f alse = ∅
is trivially well deﬁned. Finally, the set x ∼ c is well deﬁned. In fact, if ∼ is equal to <, then all the
values less than c for x (and so also for −c) are admitted and all the values greater or equal than c for x
are excluded. Similarly for ∼∈ {, >, ,=}.
Now, we must prove the case of non-atomic formulae. Since for each x appearing in a non-atomic
formula 1 ∼ 2 in  there exist c1, c2 ∈ Q such that  implies xc1 ∧ xc2, for each v ∈ , it holds
that v(x) ∈ [c2, c1]. Hence, v(x) ∈ [−C,C] and therefore for x the requirements of well deﬁnedness on
C hold.
Finally, we must consider the conjunction of two formulae. The conjunction of two formulae is equiv-
alent to the intersection of the two well-deﬁned sets representing the two formulae. Let S1 and S2 be two
well-deﬁned sets on C. For each variable x we have that if, for each v ∈ S1, it holds that v(x)c, then it
is obvious that for each v ∈ S1 ∩ S2 it holds that v(x)c. The same holds for the case v(x) − c and
for the case v ∈ S2.
Hence, we must prove the case in which for each c′ > c the values c′ are all admitted for x in both S1
and S2. Now, if S1∩S2 = ∅ is trivially well deﬁned. Therefore, let us suppose that there exists v ∈ S1∩S2.
Now, since S1 is well deﬁned on c, for each valuation v′ such that v′(x) = c′ and v′(y) = v(y), for y = x,
it holds that v′ ∈ S1. This also holds for S2, since S2 is well deﬁned on c. Therefore, for each valuation
v′ such that v′(x) = c′ and v′(y) = v(y), for y = x, we have that v′ ∈ S1 and v′ ∈ S2 and hence
v′ ∈ S1 ∩ S2. The case in which we consider c′ < −c can be proved similarly. Hence, for each variable
x and v ∈ S1 ∩ S2, the requirements of well deﬁnedness are satisﬁed.
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Therefore, in all cases the requirements of well deﬁnedness are satisﬁed for each x, and hence  is
well deﬁned on C. 
Proof of Proposition 26. For any states q1 and q2 it holds that q1  x q2. In fact, for a state q and variable
x it holds that Act(q) ∈ I (x,X) ∪ Id(x,X). Moreover, each variable x depends only on itself. Hence,
each total order satisﬁes the controlled ﬂow property.
Therefore, a Timed System is also a Monotonic Controlled Hybrid System. 
Proof of Proposition 28. If v = v′, then obviously v ∈ S if and only if v′ ∈ S.
Now let us suppose that v = v′. Then there exists a set of variables Y ⊆ X such that v(x) = v′(x) for
any x ∈ Y , and v(x) = v′(x) for any x ∈ X \ Y .
We prove by induction on the size of Y. If |Y | = 1, then Y = {x}. Moreover, it holds that either
v(x), v(x)′ > c or v(x), v(x)′ < −c. We consider the ﬁrst case, the second one is analogous. Now, since
v(x) > c by the deﬁnition of well-deﬁned set on c, for each v′′ such that v′′(x) > c and v′′(y) = v(y),
for any y = x, it holds that v′′ is in S. But, then also v′ is in S since v′(x) > c and v′(y) = v(y), for any
y = x.
We prove now the case in which |Y | > 1. Since |Y | > 1, there exists x ∈ Y such that either
v(x), v′(x) > c or v(x), v′(x) < −c. We consider the ﬁrst case, the second one is analogous.
Now, since v(x), v′(x) > c by the deﬁnition of well-deﬁned set on c, there exists v′′ such that v′′(x) =
v′(x) and v′′(y) = v(y), for any y = x. It is obvious that v ≈c v′ ≈c v′′.
Now, the set of variables Y ′ such that v(y) = v′′(y) for any y ∈ Y ′, and v(y) = v′′(y) for any
y ∈ X \ Y ′, is equal to {x}. Hence, since |Y ′| = 1 < |Y | and v ≈c v′′, by induction we have that v ∈ S if
and only if v′′ ∈ S.
Moreover, the set of variables Y ′′ such that v′(y) = v′′(y) for any y ∈ Y ′′, and v′(y) = v′′(y) for any
y ∈ X \ Y ′′, is equal to Y \ {x}. Hence, since |Y ′′| = |Y | − 1 < |Y | and v′ ≈c v′′, by induction we have
that v′ ∈ S if and only if v′′ ∈ S.
Therefore v ∈ S if and only if v′′ ∈ S if and only if v′ ∈ S. 
Proof of Proposition 30. We prove thatR′i is ﬁnite. If it holds then FH(R, i, c) is an n-tuple of ﬁnite sets
of reals. Let us suppose, by contradiction, that R′i is inﬁnite. Since R contains only ﬁnite sets, it means
that there exists a transition 〈q, a, S, f, q ′〉 and an inﬁnite set of values v′(xi) such that (q, v)→at (q ′, v′)
with t ∈ NK . Since we assume discrete time NK and we require that v′(xi) ∈ [−c, c], it means that the
function f [Act(q)] is convergent and therefore is not in M(X), but this contradicts the deﬁnition of a
Monotonic Hybrid System. 
Proof of Proposition 41. If (q1, v1) →a1t1 · · · →an−1tn−1 (qn, vn) is a sequence of steps of H with time
domain R0 such that (qn, vn) = (q, v), then the times ti are in R0. LetK = {t1, . . . , tn−1}; so it holds
that K ⊆ NK . Therefore (q1, v1)→a1t1 · · · →an−1tn−1 (qn, vn) is a sequence of steps of H with time domain
NK . 
Proof of Proposition 42. It is obvious that, if  ∈ LK(H), then each time that appears in  is in NK .
Since NK ⊆ R0, it holds that  ∈ L(H). 
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